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Multiple Mobile Robot Path Planning in 3D Environment
Using Tangent Tree Algorithm
Ahmed Fahem Albaghdadi, Abduladhem Abdulkareem Ali
Abstract: Due to the effective applications of multi-agent systems, there is an importance
to develop efficient methods to manage these systems. One of the most important methods is
path planning. For example, the military application requires high accuracy with a minimum
collision-free path in order to minimize time, fuel, and improvement of performance. This paper
proposes a new algorithm for the path planning of multiple mobile robots in 3D environment
named Tangent Tree Algorithm. The proposed algorithm based on the assumption that the
robots have spherical shapes and can move in a 3D space like drones, other moving robots
considered as obstacles for the robot. Non-spherical robots can be represented by a sphere with
a diameter longer than the greatest diameter in a non-spherical robot. The robot path performed
using two modes: In the first mode, the robot moves in a straight line to the tangent point of
assumption sphere. In the second mode, it moves around the assumption sphere according to
the shortest segment of a great circle between two calculated points belongs to the surface of
assumption sphere. The assumption sphere locates at the calculated collision 3D point with the
other robots. The size of the sphere depends on the size and number of colliding robots. A
number of possible paths constricted using these modes. A Tangent tree algorithm for multirobot formed and the minimum path is determined based on minimizing this tree. The proposed
algorithm simulated for several scenarios. Simulation results indicate that the new algorithm is
superior to other algorithms in terms of both the path cost and computation required.
Furthermore, this algorithm does not change the velocity of the robots; it only depends on the
orientation.
Keywords: 3D path planning, Multi-robot, search tree, Collision free path, and Tangent Tree
Algorithm

Intra-clustering communication enhancement in WSN by
using Skillful Methodologies
Aqeel K. Kadhim
Abstract: Member nodes in a wireless sensor networks are split into many virtual sets
called cluster. Each cluster will be formed of a cluster head and cluster members. Clustering
techniques are an energy efficient process that prolong the network lifetime. Intra-cluster
communication is the energy efficient major factor in clustering protocols. The dissipated
energy in intra-cluster will primary depends on the communication distance between member
nodes and its cluster head. Therefore, reducing of energy that have been consumed in data
transmission between ordinary nodes and its belonging cluster header, is consider as one of the
important topics that have been taken into consideration by researchers.

Clustering technique in WSN is one of the robust techniques that are utilizing to enhance
consumed energy. Traditional clustering technique is not convenient with the animated nature
of the WSN. A Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering (FCM) algorithm is proposed, this method has given
momentum to improve network status and promote the state of sustainability of energy
consumed by sensors nodes. Decision tree algorithm (DTA) which falls under the category of
supervised machine learning algorithms is utilized to select Cluster Head (CH). The CH
electing is done in such a way that reduces the intra-cluster communication distance; also, this
method has limit the amount of consumed energy in the entire network.
An event driven data model that depends on FCM with DTA which is named as Voronoi
Fuzzy Clustering with Decision Tree Algorithm (VFDTA) is adopted in this study. The
evaluation metrics the performance of VFDTA protocol is better than well-known protocols
(LEACH, SEP and Z-SEP) in terms of network stability, consumed energy and network
lifetime.
Keywords: Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering, Cluster head election, intra-clustering, energy
consumption, network lifetime.

Techniques for secure distributed systems
Huda Hamdan Ali ,Prof. Assist. Shaimaa Hameed Shaker
Abstract: Member nodes in a wireless sensor networks are split into many virtual sets
called cluster. Each cluster will be formed of a cluster head and cluster members. Clustering
techniques are an energy efficient process that prolong the network lifetime. Intra-cluster
communication is the energy efficient major factor in clustering protocols. The dissipated
energy in intra-cluster will primary depends on the communication distance between member
nodes and its cluster head. Therefore, reducing of energy that have been consumed in data
transmission between ordinary nodes and its belonging cluster header, is consider as one of the
important topics that have been taken into consideration by researchers.
Clustering technique in WSN is one of the robust techniques that are utilizing to enhance
consumed energy. Traditional clustering technique is not convenient with the animated nature
of the WSN. A Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering (FCM) algorithm is proposed, this method has given
momentum to improve network status and promote the state of sustainability of energy
consumed by sensors nodes. Decision tree algorithm (DTA) which falls under the category of
supervised machine learning algorithms is utilized to select Cluster Head (CH). The CH
electing is done in such a way that reduces the intra-cluster communication distance; also, this
method has limit the amount of consumed energy in the entire network.
An event driven data model that depends on FCM with DTA which is named as Voronoi
Fuzzy Clustering with Decision Tree Algorithm (VFDTA) is adopted in this study. The

evaluation metrics the performance of VFDTA protocol is better than well-known protocols
(LEACH, SEP and Z-SEP) in terms of network stability, consumed energy and network
lifetime.
Keywords: Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering, Cluster head election, intra-clustering, energy
consumption, network lifetime.

Review Study on software risk factors
Ahmed Saleem Abbas, Ashwak Alabaichi, Maisa'a Abid Ali Khodher
Abstract: Risk management is an important aspect of any software project management.
Risk management conditions are a position that prevents the software project from be a
successful and within time or intervenes to make a project late. This is a critical aspect of
software product development, where it is often ignored. From that, software project
development schedules are negative influenced by managers themselves pressing their
employees to overcome time losing problem when it was planned to be properly planned. Each
software project faces risks of all types and seriousness. Design flaws nearly cause 50 percent
of security problems, so the analysis of risk at the design stage is very important issue of the
software security. Risk analysis is also a means of elicitation the required data to make a good
decision depend on knowledge about sensitivity parts, threats and impacts. Most of the risk
analysis methodologies share some common principles and limitations but also have
advantages and disadvantages when implemented to recent software design.
Keywords: Software Engineering, Risk factors, Risk assessment, Software Vulnerabilities

Experimental Investigations of Enhanced Micro Structured
Heat Sinks
Ammar M. Hadi1, Muneer A. Ismael, Maher A.R. Sadiq, Haider A. Alhattab
Abstract: In this research, we focus on the performance of heat sink, new configurations
of the micro heat sink with comprises of pinned copper pieces of appropriate dimensions have
been proposed. Dozens of different shapes micro heat sinks have been manufactured from brass
using Laser technique. These heat sinks have been coupled individually with a simulated
electronic circuit including a power transistor to freely dissipate the generated heat. Bulk
temperatures of heat sink and the power transistor have been measured using a thermal camera.
The results showed that, in general, the finned heat sink of either configuration augments heat
transfer compared with smooth one. It is found that the maximum percentage reductions in
temperature of the transistor are demonstrated with two uncommon configurations, namely the

leaves-shaped fin (LSF) 9.352% and the drop-shaped fin (DSF) 9.353%. on the other hand, a
staggered wavy fin (SWF) shows minimum percentage reduction in transistor temperature,
0.952%. It has been shown that through this research and by using several models of heat sink,
the increase in surface area is not only the factor (major) to increase the heat transfer to the
surrounding environment. This makes it possible to design fins with a smaller surface area but
more heat dispersion.
Keywords: Electronic cooling, natural convection, thermal management, heat dissipation,
micro pin fins heat sinks.

Wireless Network Behavior during Jamming Attacks:
Simulation using OPNET
Hadeel S. Obaid
Abstract: Jamming-style attacks can be launched easily on wireless networks because they
are built upon a shared medium. These attacks can be performed by emitting radio frequency
signals. These signals do not follow an underlying MAC protocol and can highly interfere with
the normal operation of wireless networks. Jamming attacks represent the denial of service
attack in wireless networks. In this paper, we have used OPNET Modeler to perform jamming
attacks to investigate wireless network behavior. The results showed that the investigated
jamming attacks can cause severe performance degradation into wireless networks and
jamming attack is successfully avoided by using channel switching technique.
Keywords: Jamming attacks, Pulsed Jammer, OPNET Modeler and Channel Switching.

Design and Development of a Web traffic analyzer
Salim Mohammed Ali, Mustafa Abdulkadhim Neamah
Abstract: Web browsing have tremendously changed since it was first introduced, modern
web pages are not only collections of simple passive objects like images, html codes, scripts,
and etc. but they are also breathing portals which interact with its users and other background
applications all together to present an active top level model, which sometimes exceed the
aptitude of high level applications. This new era of web interface affects the overall internet
bandwidth, traffic, and number of sessions.

IoT Management Solution: A Case Study of Fill Level
Monitoring for Gravel Silos
Saif Aldeen Saad Obayes Al-Kadhim
Abstract: In order to make ubiquitous system, technologist uses different type of
equipment in perception layer, for the environment sensing and sensory data processing. This
equipment’s are sensors, data processing and sending devices. Sensors sense the environment
and create the data accordingly. Sensor generated data need to be processed with some
processing device and can be send over the network. This research paper introduced the basic
application based on IoT. The application includes Ultrasonic distance sensor and NodeMCU
for obtaining the fill level of the gravel silos. We are publishing our data over the web using
Zerynth studio portal and showing the analysis graph of application near real time using the
Internet of Things (IoT) concept. Paper also describes server configuration on the NodeMCU
and real-time response to web browser over the WLAN.
Keywords: internet of thing, pervasive system, NodeMCU, sensors.

Performance Comparison of Centralized and Distributed
Antenna System in 5G
Saif Saad Hameed, Hadeel Mohammed Saleh
Abstract: The usage range of nowadays wireless communications become wide, all of the
develop applications uses wireless communication which improve the mobility and improve
the mobility of the network subscribers. As known that the antenna diversity scheme developed
from “SISO” to “MIMO” that has a maximum capacity and ability to improve the
communication quality with a good shields among the fading effects and other impairments. In
this research work study and analysis to the antenna systems and antenna schemes was done
taking into consideration the central antenna system and the distributed antenna system “CAS”
and “DAS”. A Matlab simulation was developed to test antenna configuration system in term
of effeteness of fading channel while using different modulation order.
Keywords: “DAS”, “CAS”, Antenna Systems, Antenna Systems Scheme, “MIMO”.

Analysis of Automatic Detection of Tumor Lesions Images
using Bee Colony Technique
Mohanad Aljanabi, Fadhel A. Jumaa, Haider Al- Hamadani, Jameel Kaduim
Abstract: Nonstandard development of prison cell in any portion of the body is termed
cancer lesions. Life duration of a tumor's lesions can be enlarged by the primary detection of
cancer. This work contracts with cataloguing of images, i.e. healthy or suspension or unhealthy
nevi depend on factors extracted from multiresolution analysis based on bee colony technique
to enhance of investigative performance and decrease of unhealthy moles demises. From now
this technique system goals to improve a portion of the current approaches and new measures
to make available the accurate, fast and dependable automated analysis of skin lesions. This
information is then fed to several well-known algorithms to obtain a skin cancer categorization:
malignant, suspicious, or benign (healthy and unhealthy nevi). By this method, the
segmentation step can be utilized to enhance the handling of the information and create
preventive approaches against harm, thus decreasing the danger of skin cancer lesions. One of
the most significant stages in dermoscopy image examination is the segmentation of melanoma.
The experimental results suggest that the proposed method accomplished a higher performance
compared to the ground truth images supported by skin cancer lesions’ dermatology.
Investigational outcomes on the PH2 and ISIC (2016,2017,2018,2019) of skin lesions databases
designate that the bee colony prototypical acquires the utmost progressive performance. The
factors of the scheme are estimated with accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. So, this technique
could support dermatologist for construction decision clinically.
Keywords: Dermatological Imaging, ABC Technique, Tumor Lesions, Automatic
Detection.

Design and Implementation of Photovoltaic System Based on
Super-Lift LUO Converter
Hamid Khudair Khalil, Saad S. Hreshee, Hassan Jassim Motlak
Abstract: The battery's DC voltage has a high voltage ripple, and therefore does not apply
to most devices. DC converters are used in the voltage to relieve ripples regardless of the change
in load voltage. In this paper, a design and implementation of positive output super lift (POSL)
LUO converter using maximum power point tracking (MPPT) Algorithm in photovoltaic (PV)
system. In LUO converter is highly efficient with low ripple in current and voltage. The super
lift converter is a developer converter that comes from the buck boost converter, it is considered
of the best converters. Used for low voltage irregular in photovoltaic to a higher voltage without
ripples or voltage step down according to the design of the converter, it therefore applies to
most devices, such as electric vehicles, dc-chargers, etc. The efficiency of the panels can be
improved using maximum power point tracking algorithm, among the many accessible MPPT

methods, perturb and observe method. The proposed P&O method based on the PI controller
gives the best duty cycle, to eliminate the oscillations in the converter output value, and extracts
the highest energy from the PV system. The values of the PI controller are adapted by trial and
error method. The results were confirmed using MATLAB / Simulink in DC-DC converter
design with MPPT.
Keywords: POSL converter, MPPT, P&O, photovoltaic.

Effects of Impulse Noise on Masive MIMO
Adnan Yousif Dawod,Mohammed Fakhrulddin Abdulqader ,SAIF SAAD HAMEES
Abstract: in communication group the bit error rate occur existing some of the major
operator this suggestion an insurance to the stabilization also performance of system, Impulse
noise are a random incidents of energy spikes, unequal pulses otherwise noise "spikes" of little
period, wide ghostly density, then comparatively great capacity. Furthermore communication
channel are limited between noise environments, therefore an adjustment process are a routine
this automatically run in system to re adaptive that channel parameters by consideration the
noise level. The essential issue of the communication channel at this research are the impulse
noise while effect the channel for a periodical period while it shows randomly. on this work a
planning and simulation in Mat lab scenario because explain the impact of impulse noise in
digital communication system, assortment of power of impulse signals was utilized to detect
the reaction that channel by an optimal also least performance.
Keywords: Impulse-Noise; Massive MIMO.

Pilgrims Tracking and Monitoring based on IoT
M I Younis, M H Abdulkareem
Abstract: Pilgrimage takes place in several countries of the world. The pilgrimage includes
simultaneous movement of a huge crowd of pilgrims which leads to many challenges for the
pilgrimage authorities to track, monitor, and manage the crowd to minimize the chance of
overcrowding's accidents. Therefore, there is a need for an efficient monitoring and tracking
system for pilgrims. This paper proposes powerful pilgrims tracking and monitoring system
based on three Internet of Things (IoT) technologies; namely: Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), ZigBee, and Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). In addition, it requires low-cost, lowpower-consumption implementation. The proposed system can efficiently handle the
pilgrimage challenges; namely: the language barrier, identifying of injured or dead pilgrims,
directing lost pilgrims, knowing medical records of pilgrims, and the crowd management.
Finally, another paramount characteristic of the proposed IoT-based system is allowing the

authorities, the heath-givers, and the pilgrim’s family for real-time tracking and monitoring of
pilgrim during the pilgrimage anytime, anywhere.

BER Performance Improvement of Alamouti MIMO-STBC
Decoder Using Mutual Information Method
Noor S. Ali, Kasim K. Abdalla, Sameer A. Kadhim
Abstract: Bit error rate (BER) performance of multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
space time block code (STBC) decoder depends on the channel estimator quality, where the
quality of classical least square (LS) estimator depends mainly on the number of pilot symbols.
The aims of this paper are to implement a new STBC decoder, measure the BER performance
and make comparison with conventional one, without increasing the number of pilot symbols.
Although the new strategy is more complex than a conventional decoder, it gives the
opportunity to join estimation and decoding at the same time. Minimum mutual information
(MMI)- independent component analysis (ICA) algorithm has been used for extracting source
signals. MIMO-STBC systems were taken as a cases study with two transmitters. The
simulation results show that MMI-ICA algorithm provides superior BER performance as
compared with conventional maximum ratio combiner (MRC). The important point which
denoted during simulation, the performance of ICA algorithm with high frame length provides
better BER performance than the conventional one.
Keywords: Space time block code decoder, MIMO-STBC, MMI-ICA, maximum ratio
combiner.

Noise reduction in hybrid CMOS-NEMS oscillators
Farah Ali Hadi, Sura Musa, Qais Kareem Omran, Ehab Abdulrazak
Abstract: In this paper, a hybrid oscillator is proposed in which nano switch components
are employed to reduce power dissipation and enhance the switching time. The work involves
the design and simulation of a nano switch that has been combined with CMOS to achieve a
new design of a ring oscillator. In addition, a noise reduction methodology which is based on
improving the damping and spring factors has been adopted in the design to enhance the output
and approaching the ideal signal.
Kay words: Noise reduction, CMOS – NEMS oscillators, Nano switch.

Smart Digital Bi-Directional Visitors Counter Based on IoT
Mohammed A. Therib, Heyam A. Marzog, Marwa Jaleel Mohsin
Abstract: This research presents the design of a smart digital bidirectional visitor counter
(SDBVC). The places such as market, mall, cinema hall and bank where the security is the most
prior and also in auditorium and some vehicles where the capacity of sitting is very less, there
it is needed to monitor over the people enter and exit from that place or the moving system. The
million religious visits especially in Iraq increased the need for accurate smart counting systems
for human to count the largest gathering of people in one place according to Wikipedia.
The major focus is on counting huge number of humans enter one place from multiple
entrance gates. The central processing unit (CPU) receive all the data from these gates and
finally make the studies about the overall human number, men number, women number, the
period of the day that this number reach the highest and smallest number and etc. The proposed
project hardware contains multiple Wi-Fi based Arduino microcontrollers (like Node-MCU
Arduino): one Arduino in each gate which is called transmitter and one in CPU which is called
receiver, multi ultrasonic sensors for each transmitter placed on the entrance gates (men gates
data separated from women gates data) that sense the presence of a person or not based on
Arduino work. ThingSpeak.com is used to save the large recorded data for long time for
example many days and give results and records about the number as Arba'een Pilgrimage for
Imam Hussein shrine in Iraq. The proposed system gives accurate results on the number of
entered and exit people to and from one place.
Keywords: SDBVC, Node-MCU Arduino, Ultrasonic sensor, CPU, Wi-Fi.

Performance Evaluation of LTE and UMTS Cellular Networks
in Iraq with Multiple Terrains
Aymen M. Al-Kadhimi
Abstract: Cellular network planning is an essential stage that precedes the implementation
phase. The planning performance is widely dependent on the terrestrial features of the
environment where a network is planned to be implemented in. This work involves the cellular
planning of three networks applied in two cities, namely Baghdad and Shaqlawa, with different
terrains. Two networks are planned in a flat terrain (Baghdad city) using universal mobile
telecommunications system (UMTS) and long term evolution (LTE) technologies and one
network is designed in a hilly terrain (Shaqlawa city) utilizing UMTS technology. In this study,
several calculation themes are applied to evaluate the performance of the proposed planning
such as coverage, power level, carrier to interference ratio, best server and elevation
calculations. Also, some clients and points are positioned across the networks to measure power
levels, interference and coverage at different locations more precisely. The measurements show

that the UMTS networks cover an area of 63.62 km2 compared with 81 km2 coverage area in
the LTE network with different quality of service graduating from quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM16) and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) to voice services. In addition,
comparisons between the networks are discussed and enhancement suggestions are presented
in this paper.
Keywords: Terrain, Network planning, elevation, Erceg, Site.

A Freights Status Management System Based on Dart and
Flutter Programming Language
Ghusoon Idan Arb, Kadhum Al-Majdi
Abstract: In this research, we present freight status app as mobile application in android
and iOS devices. We used Dart language and Flutter framework for developing the management
system. Flutter is Google's portable user interface structure for making top notch local interfaces
on Android and iOS in specific time. Flutter operates with existing code, is utilized by engineers
and associations around the globe, and it is release and not closed source. Superior and
efficiency in Flutter are accomplished by utilizing a few strategies. Dart is a coding language
that we will use to build up our application in Flutter. The system has been designed by IntelliJ
IDE. Clients are able to browse Freights Status mobile application, check relegation of
merchandise committal cost standard, glance through enterprisees news, and freight data and
industry patterns by means of application. Through the framework behind the stage the board,
charging staff can build up and alter dispatch notes; charging individual and accepting
representatives can check transfer data. Flutter applications are achieved in the Dart coding
language and aggregate to local code, so the exhibition is outrageously extraordinary. Dart is a
customer enhanced language for quick applications on any stage made by Google.
Keywords: Freight Status, InteliJ, Flutter Framework, Dart Language, Mobile App.

Segmentation Approach for a Noisy Iris Images Based on
Block Statistical Parameters
Hala J. Abdelwahed, Ashwaq T. Hashim, Ahmed M. Hassan
Abstract: The Iris localization plays a big role in the performance of an iris recognition
system. This is due to the dependent of the next steps up on it, and the incorrect segmentation
might lead to inexact normalization and improper feature extraction from less discriminatory
parts (eyelids, eyelashes, pupil, etc.) so the execution of system will diminish. In this paper, an
efficient technique for iris localization is proposed to localize the iris of the eye. At first a
mixture of gamma transform and contrast enhancing mechanisms are used to guarantee a
precise renovation of eye image to become an iris area easy to isolate. The next step is relayed
on calculating the statistical image parameters (i.e., the mean and standard deviation) which are
employed as a feature to detect outer iris boundary. The integro-differential operator is
employed to detect the inner boundaries of iris with additional preprocessing operations. The
noisy iris UBIRIS.v1 dataset was used in the experiment. Thee conducted results indicat- ed
that the proposed technique has a good performance, which is improved ac- curacy of iris
localization step for noisy dataset.

Keywords: Biometrics, Statistical parameters, Iris segmentation, Noisy envi- ronments,
Iris recognition Integro-differential operator (IDO)

Detect and diagnose Code Smell types by Using the
Backpropagation Neural Network based on user feedback
Raed Kazem Mohsen, Ahmed Saleem Abbas
Abstract: Millions of customers rely on smart phone applications for social networking,
banking, health, news and many other uses and is also usable anytime, anywhere and in most
environmental conditions. However, despite good planning by software engineers and
organizations responsible for designing and building applications, the process of building or
maintaining the application may be marred by some errors that lead to malfunction of the
application or one of its functions, and this is often discovered after a long period, and this
affects Opportunities of application success. Therefore, it is necessary to follow up on user
feedback on the performance of applications, and to search for tools and methods that contribute
to know what users want quickly to save “effort”, “time” and “cost”.
This paper discusses some of the main functions of software engineering and the possibility
of implementing them in machine learning to detect the presence of design errors “Code Smell
“in Android applications with the diagnosis of error type.
Keywords: Android, Mobile applications, Code Smells, feedback, Software Engineering
Task, Machine Learning

Analytical View of Web Security and Sophisticated Ways to
Improve Web Security
Tamara Saad Mohamed
Abstract: All kind of business web application vulnerability statistics are growing in recent
and new forms of hacker‘s attacks, such as Watering Hole Attack are appearing. Well secured
enterprise web applications are threatened by smaller vulnerable webs misused by hackers in
targeted attacks. This paper discuss an effective way of creating better secured web application,
applicable also in business sector by support them with semantic web platform security and
certificate transparency. The main issue – improperly validated user inputs, the biggest security
vulnerability often misused by hackers – could be effectively fixed by open-source HTML
Purifier library which is usable in various programming languages. Moreover, we will discuss
the latest internet security threats and the security of SSL/TSL practice for business web
application with proactive on-line embedded prevention, detection and response system.

Keywords: Web application security, internet security threats, Web platform security
guide, Web ecosystem, OWASP, watering hole attack, Dot Net framework, Securing the best
SSL/TLS, Content management systems (CMS).

New algorithm for separation overlapping & touching
chromosome
Hajer Adnan, Wafaa Al-Hameed
Abstract: The karyotyping technique is importance in the diagnosis of genetic diseases of
humans, including the diagnosis the genetic disorders of prenatal and cancer. In order to obtain
the karyotype system for the metaphase images of chromosomes Using the image processing.
Assembling of human chromosomes pairs from the metaphase image will pass in several stages
which are segmentation (single chromosome, overlapped and touching chromosome) , feature
extraction, matching and classification. In this study has been focus on the separation of
touching and overlapped. The problem of separation touching and overlapped chromosome was
solved using the convulsion mask and with a help the morphological thinning and contour. The
separation of touching and overlapped chromosome is according on finding cut points. The
thinning of the image is obtained which helps to identification the Region Of Interest. The
contour of the image is obtained which helps to explain the entire shape of the image and find
out the cut points for separation between chromosomes. In this study an efficient algorithms
was used to separation the cluster of touching and overlapping chromosomes. The algorithm of
separation touching and overlapping was implemented by using sequential stages (initially,
segmentation from metaphase image, convert to the binary image , extract thinning , using mask
with 9 *9, extract contour, using mask 7*7,identified the cut points and finally, separate
touching or overlapping chromosome). This algorithm capable to isolate a cluster of touching
chromosomes and a cluster of touching and overlapping chromosomes.
Keywords: karyotyping, chromosomes ,image processing, touching and overlapping

On J–lifting modules
Ali Kabban, Wasan Khalid
Abstract: Let R be a ring with identity and M is a unitary left R–module. M is called J–
lifting module if for every submodule N of M, there exists a submodule K of N such that M =
K ⨁ Ḱ, Ḱ ⊆ M and N ∩ Ḱ ≪_J Ḱ. The aim of this paper is to introduce properties of J–lifting
modules. Especially, we give characterizations of J–lifting modules. We introduce J–
coessential submodule as a generalization of coessential submodule. Finally, we give some
conditions under which the quotient and direct sum of J–lifting modules is J–lifting.

Keywords: J–small, J–coessential submodules, J–lifting modules

The Maximal A-regular Submodule of Module
Imad Kh Salman and Nuhad S. Almothafar
Abstract: Let R be commutative ring with identity and all module are (left) unitary Rmodule. An R-module M is said to be almost regular (for short A-regular) module if every
submodule is almost pure (for short A-pure) submodule of M. In this paper we show that each
unitary R-module has unique maximal A-regular submodule which is denoted by L(M), means
a submodule of M which contains every A-regular submodule of M. We proved that if M is an
R-module and N is a submodule of M, then L(N)=N∩L(M).
Keywords: regular module, almost pure submodule, almost regular module, maximal
regular submodule.

Arabic command based human computer interaction
Hani S. Hassan, Prof. Dr. Jammila Harbi S., Assist Prof Dr. Masia Abid.
Abstract: This paper means to build up a strategy for helping debilitated individuals old
and amputee, by using unimodal human computer interaction; real time voice command and
interaction between patient and computer where these mixes give a promising answer for help
the incapacitated individuals. The fundamental goal of the work is to design a project that deals
easily with a patient that uses Arabic commands. The project is based on training a dataset that
collected from different persons that have ages from 12-58 years old, unknown word and
background noise. The propose system can works with different direction in Arabi language
((""اذهب,""يمين," "ﻗﻒ"و"يسارand with a multispeed that based on pulse width modulation (PWM).
These functions based on code written in MATLAB environment. The project uses
ATmega328microcontroller

Labeling Data for Correlation Pollution Dataset By Using
Machine Learning
Huda Wadah Ahmed, Dr. Jameelah Harbi
Abstract: The significant problem in the environment is the pollution of air which affects
all the areas in our world. The solution of this problem is excluding by using Internet of Things

(IoT) technology which designed system that monitors the parameters that affect the pollution
in the environment. The handling and operation of large quantities of information from a wide
range of sources is challenges in IoT technology. The purpose of this study is to decrease the
dimensions in IoT systems so we suggest two models for IoT system and also aims to build
rules for Air quality classification by defining pollution levels.
In this study, we suggested machine learning techniques to predict an air pollution levels
based on a dataset consisting of daily weather, also we simplified our classification models to
solve this problem by using binary classification which is to classify the air pollution level into
"High pollution" and "Simple pollution" class labels. The decision tree J48 Algorithm gives the
best outcomes in the first model than the second models.
Index Terms: Air Pollution, Decision Tree, Internet of Things (IoT), Machine Learning,
Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

Semi-group Ideals on prime and semiprime Γ-Near - Rings
with Γ- (λ, δ) – derivations
Hiba A. Ahmed, Abdulrahman H. Majeed
Abstract: Let h is (λ, δ) – on - G and K be a semi-group ideal of G and δ(K) =K, then the
purpose of this paper is to prove the following:

(b)

(a) λ is onto on G, (K) =K, λ (0) = 0 and h acts like - or acts like anti – - on K, h(K) = {0}.
h + h is an on K, then (G, +) is abelian.
Keywords: Semi-group ideal -derivation, (λ, δ) – derivation

Recent Techniques of Open Educational Resources
Assist. Prof. Dr. Mahmood Z. Abdullah, Mrs. Maysaa H. Abdulameer
Abstract: The field of learning has a reasonable claim of being a specified example on the
way it could be improved or sustained by technology. Operating with technology for the sake
of learning, users are expected to be taking longer period of time facing issues, struggling
through these issues and in nearly all cases the interaction with technology is one of several
effects on the achievement of success. This doesn’t mean the fact that Internet and computing
have had no sustainable impacts on how users learn and on the options that exist for learners.
Formal learning field has been experiencing a period of fast changes, and barriers between
formal learning and informal one show falling away signs, partly because of changes in

accessing information or alternate delivery modes. The impact technology has on pedagogy
(structure or way of teaching) is complicated. There are rather few specified researches on how
technological potentials and pedagogical responses to those operate to take advantage of lifelong learners. In this paper a survey for last designed systems and platforms of e-learning based
on open educational resource (OER) via combining evidence from research strands that are
based on working in on-line and distant learning under formal settings, and in addition on open
and free on-line learning that is typically of less formality. The presented study discusses
numerous factors that are related to results of the instruction: the usually unpredictable learner
motivations, the paths that those learners take during courses, and signs of success in formal
learning and informal learning, based on each of technology and pedagogy. The results of
practical activities are given for the sake of widening the access to education with using
technology that indicates the fact that open education offers from alternate manners of
supporting learners. Those propose an emphasis on design decisions which may be helpful in
integrating learning process more thoroughly with how on-line systems are presently
supporting learning and data which may be utilized for interpreting how well these designs
work.

On Subclass Of Harmonic Univalent Functions Defined By
Fractional Calculus Operator
Reem O. Rasheed and Kassim A. Jassim
Abstract: In the present paper, authors establish some results involving in coefficient
bounds, extreme points, convex combination. Here we also determine that the class studied in
this paper is closed under convolution finally, introduce and study partial sums of the Libera
integral operator and inclusion relationship involving neighborhoods for a new subclass of
harmonic univalent functions defined by fractional calculus operator in the unit disk
U={z∈C:|z|<1
Keywords: Harmonic functions, Fractional calculus operator, Univalent function.

Design and Implementation of Home Automation with
Comforting Sensors (HACS)
SAIF AAMER FADHIL, WAFAA MUSA YASEEN, RAQEEB ABD ALKAREEM
Abstract: In this research we proposed designing a house that facilitates the daily life of
human and makes it safer. This was done by identifying some of the necessary actions in our
daily lives and applying the idea to them. We did this by developing sensors that work similarly

to the five human senses and design a reaction that fits the circumstances. This was done using
some mini electronic devices.
Keywords: Home Automation with Comforting Sensors (HACS)

Big Data Sharing Using Security Framework Research
SAIF AAMER FADHIL, LUBNA EMAD KADHIM, MUAYAD HANOON SALMAN
Abstract: With the speedy development of big data technology and applications, the need
to promote data sharing across departments and industries has become very instant. But Yes,
security issues are key issues affecting the development of data sharing. Countries around the
world are paying more and more attention to the security of data sharing, including the United
States.Many countries, including the EU and China, are developing data security-related laws
and regulations to support the legal use and security of data sharing protection. Summarize and
analyze the security management and control of data sharing at home and abroad, design the
data-sharing model and related party roles, and analyze the numbers. Based on the shared
security risks and problems, the data sharing security framework is proposed, and finally, the
data sharing security governance is strengthened suggestions.
Keywords: data sharing; data security; data sharing model; laws and regulations; security
governance.

Effect of Endometriosis to fallopian tube of the peristalticciliary flow of third grade fluid in a finite narrow tube
Pro. Dr. Ahmad mawlood & Malath sagban abied
Abstrcat: The present prospective theoretical investigation deals with analysis of the
peristaltic-ciliary transport of a developing embryo within the fallopian tubal fluid in the human
fallopian tube under the effect of Endometriosis. This deases make the peristalsis-ciliary flow
become to peristalsis flow. A mathematical model induced flow of viscoelastic fluid
characterized by the third grade fluid in a finite two dimensional narrow tube. That research is
study the effect of couple stress to peristaltic ciliary flow to Non-Newtonian fluids. Non-linear
partial differential equations are solved by perturbation method. Flow variables like axial and
radial velocities, appropriate residue time over tube length, pressure difference over have been
derived under the assumption of long wave length and low Reynolds number approximation
and the expression for pressure rise is obtained by using wavelength and stream function are
analyzed for embedded parameters. This study is done through by the “MATHEMATICA”

Keywords: peristalic flow, perturtibation method

The Dynamics and Analysis of Stage-Structured PredatorPrey Model Involving Disease and Refuge in Prey Population
Entsar M. Kafi & Azhar A. Majeed
Abstract: The objective of this paper is to study the dynamical behavior of an ecoepidemiological system. A prey-predator model involving infectious disease with refuge for
prey population only, the (SI_) infectious disease is transmitted directly, within the prey species
from external sources of the environment 3as well 3 as, through direct contact3 between
susceptible and infected3 individuals3. Linear type of incidence rate is used to describe the
transmission of infectious disease. While Holling type II of functional responses are adopted to
describe the predation process of the susceptible and infected predator respectively. This model
is 3represented3 3mathematically3 by 3the set3 of 3nonlinear3 3differential3 3equations3.
3The 33existence, 3uniqueness and 3boundedness of the solution of this model3 are
investigated3. 3The local3 and 3global 3stability 3conditions of all3 possible equilibrium points
are established3. Finally, 3numerical simulation is used to study3 the 3global dynamics3 of the
mode.
Keywords: 3Prey-predator, 3Functional response, 3Stage-3structure, 3Stability analysis3,
Lyapunove function3.

Quasi-Coregular Modules
Rafid M.AL – Shaibani and Nuhad S.AL-Mothafa
Abstract: In this paper, we introduce the concept of quasi – copure submodules which is
ageneralization of a copure submodules. Weused this concept to define the class of quasi –
coregular module, where an R-module M iscalled quasi-coregular module ifevery submodule
of M is quasi-copure. Many results about thisconcept are proved.
Key words: Copure submodules, Quasi-copure submodules and Quasi-coregular

ON DUAL RICKART MODULES
Mohammed Qader Rahman, Bahar hamad Al-Bahrani

Abstract: Gangyong Lee, S. Tariq Rizvi, and Cosmin S. Roman studied Dual Rickart
modules. The main purpose of this paper is to develop the properties Dual Rickartimodules.
We prove that a module M and indecomposable N, if M is N-dual Rickart module, then either
Hom(M,N)=0 or every non zero R-homomorphism from M to N is a epimorphism. And we
give various characterizations of some kind of rings in term of dual Rickart modules.
Keywords: Endomorphism ring, Direct summand and Imag of endomorphism, Dual
Rickart modules and modules with the summand sum property.

Monitoring Consumption System via Web Server for Hybrid
Transport Protocol based on Smart Meter
Dhuha Shamil Mustafa, Abd Al-Karim Al-Aloosy and Khattab M Ali Alheeti
Abstract: A smart meter refers to an electronic device that makes an accurate record of
electrical energy consumption, and then relays this data to the electrical supplier for billing and
monitoring purposes. In this paper, several performance metrics have been selected for
performance assessment: Throughput, Average End-to-End Delay and Packet Delivery Ratio.
Results showed that the average of end to end delay is 4.896ms, the average throughput is 42.63
kbps and the Packet Delivery Ratio is 97.19%. Use Zigbee protocol with a cooperative
communication system, through the Network Simulation ns-2, it's successfully facilitated the
reading and wireless transmission of the voltage and power consumption of the users. A website
is designed by using four languages: HTML, CSS, PHP, and SQL, to allow users to register his
info like meter ID, first name, last name, and email. The database is receiving the data from
nodes that are connected with it's by Zigbee after split data which is come out from ns-2. Every
node is representing user. Every end-user should be login to the website to register his number
of meters, with other details. The website is sending notification to all users by email that tells
him about consumption.

The multi-point delivery problem Shortest Path Algorithm
for Real Roads Network using Dijkstra
Samaher Adnan, enas Wahab Abood, Wafaa Abdulmuhsin
Abstract: The Multi-point Delivery problem is a Vehicle Routing problem (VRP) in which
the vehicle has single point as start and end point and must visit a set of points as customers to
replay their requests. This paper produces an algorithm built for finding a shortest path for
multi-points delivery problem can be used by drivers and autonomous vehicle. The system uses
a real road map for a part of Altijari center of Basrah as a delivery problem. The process is
firstly built a proper graph to represent the roads then used Dijkstra Shortest Path algorithm to

find the shortest path from start point to all points need to be served then taking the closest one
and considered as new start point, continue researching to find short path to other points until
all points visited, that for forward path, thus each point path is added to get the full path that
pass in all points in delivery scope to get an optimize arrangement for visiting required points
with least cost. The second step is to calculate the path for backward to start point. The
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm performed efficiently in terms of cost
for paths and time for calculation.
Keywords: delivery problem, dijkstra algorithm, Vehicle Routing problem.

γ-Orthogonal for K-Derivations and K-Reverse Derivations
Shahed Ali Hamil

Abdulrahman H. Majeed

Abstract: In this paper, we introduce definitions of γ-orthogonality for two pairs of kderivations, generalized k- derivations, and k- reverse derivations. And we present some results
concerning with these notions on γ-semiprime gamma ring.
Keywords: γ-semiprime gamma ring, k-derivation, generalized k-derivation, k-reverse
derivation, γ-orthogonal.

Review in Disadvantages of the Modern Communications
Hasan Bakheet Jasim
Abstract: In modern societies, social networking and many more, are making human life
easier. Communication and technology are created many changes in all fields of life. High
speed in, translations, transport, shorten the time, exchange the information between the people,
and others cases. We review and discussed the reasons and results for bad (disadvantage) for
the communications in Iraq. Most of the companies for communications and networks in Iraq
are using the old and worst methods to connectedness in communications. After the year 2003,
all people are looking forward or willing to use and live the modern life, by using the
information technology (IT), but they are not thought or (forget), what happened to them, when
they are used worst connectedness the networks. The goal for this study to investigation all
aspects of life, where more important for people life as, (health, economy side, the cost,
security, maintenance, manufacture high-quality, services network, week internet (wobbling),
banks, kid card cards or master card, stack the internet pack, laser planning for life, power
outages and irregularity during the day, the environmental pollution). All these are affected on
the life. We found increase in, more diseases are founded, Cancer disease, Congenital
malformations, Abnormal birth (giving birth before her time), Hair loss, increased respiratory
infections, increased skin allergies, skin spots, the drawer dose is high because near the

radiation source. In additional to the problem of the age is the environmental pollution is not
controlled in all the developed and undeveloped countries of the world and it directly affects
people lives.
Keywords: Health, Cost, IT, wobbling, pollution.

Applications on Cyclic Soft Symmetric Groups
Shuker Mahmood Khalil, Fatima Hameed Khadhaer
Abstract: In classical groups, there is a fact state that the symmetric groups are not cyclic
in general Therefore, in this work, the notion of cyclic soft symmetric groups using soft set
theory is investigated and their orders are given. In this paper, we introduce new classes over
non cyclic symmetric groups; these new classes are generated by element in the power set of
classical symmetric groups. Furthermore, some applications on these new classes are given
Keywords: soft sets theory, symmetric groups, cyclic groups, cycle type.

THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND BIG
DATA IN BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Rana Raad Shker, Mansoor Noori Hussin
Abstract: The goal of this study was to suggest ideas for improving the information
technology IT at business for the purpose of increasing business productivity. Organizations
must be knowledgeable in order to properly utilize IT tools and be able to apply that knowledge
to create unique competencies in order to gain sustained advantage from IT investments.
Information technology in the modern organizations has been proposed as the mechanism to
accomplish the productivity in the concerned industries. Existing empirical research
demonstrates that IT may indeed act as a mediator for the effect of productivity on modern
organizational outcomes. Yet, this study is not consistent in the conceptualizations of the
relationships involved, nor in their definitions and measurement of IT investment spending.
Thus, they chase numerous creative and innovative procedures and approaches while adding a
substantial role of informational technology in the administration of such practice. This study
aims to address these concerns in the businesses to compare the effectiveness with respect to
measurement of IT as mediating variables in knowledge-intensive organizations. Implications
for research and practice are discussed.
Keywords: Information technology (IT), productivity, business intelligence (BI),
efficiency, big data.

Integrating Information Technology and Data Warehousing
Strategies into Business Intelligence
Rana Raad Shker, Mansoor Noori Hussin
Abstract: Within the company, the potential of Business Intelligence (BI) solutions and
their impact upon many facets in the organization are recognized but it is difficult to
continuously transform this potential into real business value. Information demands, data
volumes, and user populations continue to grow exponentially. This study gives an insight into
Business Intelligence, define its objectives, and identify potential market relevant BI products
for information technology and how it can help business move to next stage. The definition of
strategy and examination of strategic fields of the company are also essential for a potential
integration of Business Intelligence with respect to the information technology. The overall
question as to whether business environment can be developed and improved through Business
Intelligence applications deployment is addressed. Moreover, the analysis and assessment of
Business Intelligence tools deployment is of relevance to other business companies and even
other industries. The study determines significantly what motivates and helps BI users to deal
with information, data, or reports. The classification of BI technologies and tools is therefore
“consequential” and plays a crucial role in this conceptual framework and provides a link to the
strategy development process in the business organizations.
Keywords: Information technology (IT), business intelligence (BI), analytics, evaluation,
data warehouse (DWH).

Constructing Arabic Language Resources from Google Ngram Dataset
Imad Qasim Habeeb, Zeyad Qasim Habeeb, Yaseen Naser Jurn, Hanan Najm
Abdulkhudhur
Abstract: The Google N-gram dataset contains millions of books in 22 different categories.
Therefore, it is used widely as a language resource in natural language processing. The Arabic
language has several resources, but most of them are small in size. As with any research, if
training resources are large, then the validity of any research is higher. To build a new language
resource manually by humans take years to accomplish, but using automatic methods can be
done in a few days. Google N-gram dataset does not support the Arabic language yet. This will
cause a challenge for researchers who use this dataset for extracting Arabic text. In this paper,
an extraction method that can produce a lexicon and N-gram corpus from the English Google
N-gram dataset is presented. The steps to build these recourses and to overcome Google Ngram dataset challenges are explained. The experiment results show the success of the proposed

method in the automatic construction of the resources in a short time. This method will be useful
to researchers in several research fields.
Keywords: Arabic Language Resources, Arabic Lexicon, Arabic N-gram, Google N-gram
dataset.

Derivations in Gamma Rings with 𝛄-Lie and 𝛄-Jordan
Structures
Abdulrahman H. Majeed & Shahed Ali Hamil*
Abstract: Leta M beoa weaki Nobusawa Γ-ringoand γ beua inon-zerooelement iof Γ.
Inpthis ipaper, wepstudy thepdefinition iof γ-semiprime Γ-iring, andpintroduce definitionuof γsemisimple Γ-iring ando γ-Jordankideal iof M. Weigive equivalentudefinitions foriγ-primei Γringpand γ-semiprime Γ-iring. Alsolby usingprelation betweeni Γ-ringsjand irings, wepgive
somei commutattivity conditionsi oni Γ-jrings.
Keywords: Gammaoring, γ-primeogamma iring, γ-semiprime gammaoring, γ-Lieoideal,
γ-Jordanoideal, k-iderivation, generalizedj k-iderivation.

Early Prognosis of Human Renal Cancer with Kaplan-Meier
Plotter Data Analysis Model
Saif Almansouri, Susan Zwyea
Abstract: Clinical data analysis is one of the powerful learning methods in cancer research.
Several analysis methods have been used for detection purposes in computational pathology.
However, little information is known about the model features. Here, we described KaplanMeier plotter analysis model as a powerful tool with new features. The model combines fellow
up threshold, disease stage, and race to ensure better validation for genes as prognostic
biomarkers in early disease stages. The proposed model is evaluated for the relevance role of
Rab1A, an oncogene, in renal cancer early prognosis on the benchmark datasets from The
Human Protein Atlas. We found Rab1A overexpression in human renal cancer has potential
role in early prognosis of the disease and it is associated with poor prognosis (p<0.05). Our
model results were also confirmed in an independent dataset in The Human Protein Atlas.
Together, our studies emphasize the role of Rab1A in human malignancies and identify Rab1A
as a new prognostic predictor for human renal cancer
Keywords: Kaplan-Meier plotter, Prognosis, Biomarker, Renal cancer, Rab1A

STRATEGIC SENSORS AND ASYMPTOTIC REGIONAL
BOUNDARY GRADIENT OBSERVATION
Zainab A. Jaafar, Asmaa N. Al-Janabi
Abstract: In this research paper an extension of asymptotical regional gradient
observability concept to the case of boundary region of ∂Ω has been discussed and analyzed
together with different types of strategic sensors. Our purpose is to show that, the number and
location of sensor may be some interest in the existence of asymptotical regional gradient
observation state in the boundary region for a parabolic system type.
Keywords: Γ_G-strategic sensor, Γ_G- asymptotical detectability, Γ_G- asymptotical
observability.

Select an HR model ERP based on requirement specification
of an Oil company in IRAQ
Ali Dawood Salman
Abstract: Nowadays, the majority of the companies and organizations all around the world
are highly depend on the HR module of the ERP system as a tool for supporting the HR
departments, making it flexible to access other departments' specific employee data. The
purpose of this paper is to conduct a comparison study of the HR modules' of 3 major ERP
systems SAP, Odoo, and Microsoft Dynamics AX, in order to provide a scientific approach for
selection the best solution by investigating all of the aspects of the HR module to the Missan
Oil company in IRAQ.
Keywords: ERP System, HR Module, SAP, Odoo, Dynamic- AX, Payroll Management,
Missan Oil Company MOC.

Bayesian Inference for Reliability Function of Gompertz
Distribution
Huda A. Rasheed, Tasnim H.K. Albaldawi, Shurooq A. K. Al-Sultany
Abstract: In this paper, some Bayes estimators of the reliability function of Gompertz
distribution have been derived based on generalized weighted loss function. In order to get a
best understanding of the behavior of Bayesian estimators, a non-informative prior as well as

an informative prior represented by exponential distribution is considered. Monte-Carlo
simulation have been employed to compare the performance of different estimates for the
reliability function of Gompertz distribution based on Integrated mean squared errors. It was
found that Bayes estimators with exponential prior information under the generalized weighted
loss function were generally better than the estimators based on Jeffreys prior information.
Keywords: Gompertz distribution; reliability function; Bayes estimator; generalized
weighted loss function; Monte Carlo simulation.

𝗢𝗡 𝛍 -𝗦𝗘𝗠𝗜𝗥𝗘𝗚𝗨𝗟𝗔𝗥 𝗠𝗢𝗗𝗨𝗟𝗘
Eman Mohmmed, Wasan Khalid.
Abstract: Let R be an associative ring with identity and let M be right R-module M is
called µ-semi hollow module if every finitely generated submodule of M is µ-small submodule
of M The purpose of this paper is to give some properties of µ-semi hollow module. Also, we
gives conditions under, which the direct sum of µ-semi hollow modules is µ-semi hollow. An
R-module is said has a projective µ-cover if there exists an epimorphism 𝑓:P→M Where P is a
projective R-module and Ker (𝑓)≪_μ Pan study some properties of Projective µ-cover of M.
Were studied Moreover ,An module M is µ-semiregular module if every cyclic submodule of
M is µ-lying summand of M We add some results of µ-semiregular module.
Keywords: µ-small submodule, µ-semi hollow module, projective µ-cover, µ-semiregular
module.

⨁-J-supplemented modules
Abdlkareem Ali, Wasan Khalid
Abstract: Let R be an associative ring with identity and leftism be a unitary left R–module.
In this paper, we introduce a ⨁-Jacobson-supplemented module (for short ⨁-J-supplemented),
as a generalization of J-supplemented module. Well state the main properties of a ⨁-Jsupplemented modules and supplying by examples and remarks for these module and several
properties of this modules are given. Also we introduce weakly ⨁-J-supplemented modules
and give a characterization ofi weakly ⨁-J-supplemented modules conditions under which the
direct sum of weakly ⨁-J-supplemented modules is weakly ⨁-J-supplemented are given. We
define a finitely ⨁-J-supplemented modules (for short, cof-⨁-J-supplemented) and some type
of modules that are related to cof-⨁-J-supplemented module and prove properties of this type
of modules. Also we discuss the relation between them with examples and remarks.

Keywords: ⨁-J-supplementedlmodulesl, sweakly ⨁-J-supplementedlmodules, icofinitely
⨁-J-supplementedimodules, cofinitelylweak ⨁-J-supplementedlmodulesn.

A CERTAIN SUBCLASS OF MULTIVALENT HARMONIC
FUNCTIONS DEFINED BY RUSCHEWEYH DERIVATIVES
Zainab H. Mahmood, Kassim A. Jassim, Buthyna N. Shihab
Abstract: We introduce a new class of harmonic JmultivalentJfunctions define by
generalizedJRucheweyh derivative Joperator. We also obtainJseveral interestingJproperties
such as sharp coefficient Jestimates, distortion Jbound, extreme Jpoints, Hadamard Jproduct
and other several results.
Keywords:
extremeJpoints.

harmonic,

multivalentJfunctions,

generalizedJRucheweyh

derivative,

IMPROVE HR DECISION-MAKING BASED ON DATA MART
AND OLAP
Alaa Hamoud
Abstract: The organizations always need to manage their operations, process the data
electronically, and find a platform that help them to support their strategic decisions. The
success of the human resource department can reflect overall organizational success. The
human resource department professionals try to ensure finding the right person at the right time
for the job that fits the person according to skills and qualifications. This task needs a platform
that supports making the right decision based on historical managerial information. The data
mart is a departmental based decision support system that used departmental data to help
decision-makers to support short term decisions. Human resource (HR) data mart is the base
stone for building an enterprise data warehouse. The paper presents the implementation process
of HR data mart starting from implementing data mart schema to online analytical processing
(OLAP) reports. The data mart is implemented on retired employees’ data of Basra Oil
Company for over 15 years. A human resource data mart can provide a base platform to perform
a different analysis operation to support the right decisions. Different OLAP reports are
implemented to help analysts and decision-makers to get the answers for their questions as
OLAP queries. Two categories of reports are implemented offline reports using Microsoft
Excel Pivot Table 2010 and web OLAP reports using SQL Server Reporting Service 2014
(SSRS). The tools used to implement data mart vary from SQL Server Management Services
(SSMS) 2014, SQL Server Integration Service 2014 (SSIS), SQL Server Analytical Service

2014 (SSAS), SQL Server Reporting Service 2014 (SSRS), SQL Server Data Tools 2013
(SSDT), and Microsoft Excel Pivot Table 2010.
Keywords: Human Resource, Decision Making, Data Mart, OLAP, ETL.

On small (T-extending) module
Zainab Rzaij Mohammad, Sahira MahmoodYassin
Abstract: Let R be associative ring with identity and let N be a left R-module. We
introduce the concept of small T-extending module. Let T bei a submodule ofi a module N.
Wei say thati N isi ST-extending modulei(ST-extending), if every submodule of Ni which isi
contains Ti is small T-essential in ai T-direct summand of N. And some basic properaties of
this concept.
Keywords: ST-essential, ST-closed, T-direct sum, T-extending, ST-extending.

Improving Service Quality Using Consumers’ Complaints
Data Mart which Effect on Financial Customer Satisfaction
Alaa hamoud
Abstract: One of the best ways to enhance the performance of all companies and manage
Customer Satisfaction is to get the consumers' complaints and analyze them in order to fix them.
These complaints represent the consumers’ behavior to the companies and how these company's
response to them. Besides, customers’ satisfaction is the main goal of all companies and this
goal cannot achieve if they do not handle the customers’ complaints. The paper represents a
framework of complaint data mart construction where the source data are thousands of
complaints about services and financial products of companies. The data mart represents the
first step to implement an enterprise data warehouse (DW) to support strategic decisions.
Reports are constructed to help analysts and decision-makers to support their decisions related
to consumers’ complaints and how to improve service quality. Two different categories of online analytical processing (OLAP) reports are used, offline and web OLAP reports. The two
types of reports provide a deep view of the data and present the analysts with flexible charts
that can be used in supporting strategic decisions. SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS),
SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS), SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS), SQL Server
Reporting Services (SSRS) 2014 beside SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT) 2013 is used to build
the data mart staging table, schema, cube, and OLAP reports. MS Excel Pivot table 2010 is
used also to import the cube and build offline reports and implementing OLAP processes. This
data mart can be utilized by consumers themselves besides decision-makers and analysts. The

data mart can measure how the companies fix complaints issues and prevent them from
occurring again and identify the factors that influence financial customers’ satisfaction.
Keywords: Data Mart, Complaint, Service Quality, ETL, OLAP, Financial Customer
Satisfaction.

On Micro-α-Open Sets and Micro-α- Continuous Functions in
Micro Topological Spaces
Taha H. Jasim, Reem O. Rasheed
Abstract: The principle point of this paper is to present new type of topological spaces are
introduced by nano topology and so on Nano topology introduced by Thivagar using this nano
topology we introduced micro topology and also introduce new type of open sets namely of
Micro-α-open sets furthermore, a portion of their properties are researched. As application to
Micro-α-open sets we introduce Micro-α-continuous functions also, get a portion of their
essential properties
Keywords: Micro Topology, Micro-α-open sets, Micro continuous, Micro-α-continuous
functions.

Coarse WDM in Metropolitan Networks: Challenges,
Standards, Applications, and Future Role
Mustafa Maad Hamdi, Lukman Audah, Sami Abduljabbar Rashid, Mohammad A. AlMashhadani
Abstract: Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM) denotes a technology of
diaphanous transport which aids to transmit simultaneously a large number of services across
a single optical fiber. This technology relies on the usage of optical channels which are 20 nm
from each other. These channels are employed in the CFO OPX products, which ranged from
1270 nm until 1610 nm, had been set in ITU-T G - 694.2 recommendations. ITU-T managed
to determine 18 optical channels together, though 16 only are used in reality, in the case of
using the two lowest channels which are avoided because of the excessive-high attenuation of
glass. However, the review study presented in this paper deals with the CWDM technique as
the best choice in decreasing capital expenditure after taking into consideration the simplicity
of design, the capability of expanded transmission, low cost of components and reduction in
operational cost. The paper also focused on the standards, applications and future role of the
CWDM technique.

Keywords: CWDM, Fiber-Optic, WDM, DWDM, CFO OPX, ITU-T.

A Survey of Localization Systems in the Sea Based on New
Categories
Sumaya Hamad, Dr. Yossra H. Ali, Shaimaa H. Shaker
Abstract: Localization schemes are considered very important issue for wireless networks.
Today, positioning information takes big space from current research or study. In other words,
localization approaches are one of the most significant works which support the creation of new
innovations, services, applications and business models in the area of the most system or
networks. Different methods, wireless technologies and systems were suggested in the literature
to provide sea localization services to enhance the services provided to users. There is, however,
a lack of an update survey paper which integrates some of the precise and accurate localization
systems recently proposed. In this paper, we intend to conduct a survey of various techniques
of localization in sea based on different technologies and systems that was mentioned in the
literature. The paper focuses primarily on localization systems from new vision. The current
systems introduced in the literature are highlighted and classified in new categories. By
comparison to the current surveys, different systems are also previewed from the perspective
of their technologies they used. Instead of these classifications, we are proposing a new
category for the localization systems and we are also addressing remaining challenges to
accurate localization.
Keywords: Localization, Global positioning system, Indoor localization, outdoor
localization, Localization techniques and technologies, Ad hoc Network.

Capacity analysis & performance comparison of SISO, SIMO,
MISO & MIMO systems
Mohammed A. T. Al-rubei, Ihsan A. Alshimaysawe, Ashwaq N. Hassan, Ali H. K.
Khwayyir
Abstract: Today trade wireless communication systems are wanted to equip reliable
communication and bigger data rates. Two considerable challenges in system design are the
restricted fading and spectrum due to multipath components in the wireless system. Multiple
transmission and reception can be used to form (MIMO) multiple input multiple output
channels to raise the data rate and capacity. The advantages of utilizing multiple antennas are
to get reliable performance and a higher data rate. In this paper, an attempt is made to design
and simulate SISO, SIMO, MISO and MIMO systems. We have analyzed and compared the
performance of these systems based on SNR and channel capacity in a different number of an

antenna. The effect of the number of an antenna (4, 8, and 16) on the channel capacity over a
range of SNR (0-30db) for the systems is examined. The system performance is simulated in
Matlab. The results of the simulation show that as significant improvement in the capacity of
systems reached dramatically to 214 (bits / Hz / Sec) when SNR =30 and (16X16) MIMO is
used.

Ethical Hacking implementation for Lime worm
Ransomware Detection
Dr. Omar abdulmonim aldabbagh, Dr. karam hatim al-bajary, Nagham ajeel al-ajeely
Abstract: Nowadays, computer worms become one of the most dangerous types of
malwares threats. Computer worms have evolved during the time with sophisticated forms such
as crypto type ransomware. Lime worm is one of these worm kinds. The researchers apply this
worm on real environment in lab (ethically and for education purposes) and this paper presents
the capabilities of this worm. This paper also presents static analysis by applying many tools,
which are used to obtain the key information of lime worm. This paper discovers that applying
static analysis on this type of worms is very effective and accurate. The obtained key
information are used to develop a software for detecting lime worm and the ability to erase it.

New Approach for Solving Two Dimensional Space PDE
Farah. F. Ghazi & Luma Naji Mohammed Tawfiq
Abstract: In this paper, new approach based on coupled Laplace transformation with
decomposition method is proposed to solve type of partial differential equation. Then it's used
to find the accurate solution for heat equation with initial conditions. Four examples introduced
to illustrate the accuracy, efficiency of suggested method. The practical results show the
importance of suggested method for solve differential equations with high accuracy and easy
implemented.
Keywords: Partial differential equation, Heat equations, Laplace transformation and
Decomposition method.

New Coupled Method for Solving Burger’s Equation
Luma Naji Mohammed Tawfiq, Aseel Hisham Khamas
Abstract: In this paper one, two, three-dimensional Burger’s equation have been solved by
using efficient method based on coupled new integral transform with homotopy perturbation
method. The implementation of the suggested method demonstrates the usefulness in finding
solution in wider domain. The practical implications show the effectiveness of proposed
method and it is easily implemented in finding solution, since it can be solve the problems
without resorting to the frequency domain and discretization.
Keywords: Partial differential equations, Burger’s equation, homotopic perturbation
method.

ESSENTIAL T-hollow- lifting module
Firas sh. Fandi, Sahira M. Yaseen
Abstract: Let M be a R-module e, where R be a commutative; ring with identity, In this
paper, we defined a new; kind of module namely; ET-hollow; lifting module, Let T be a
submodule; of M, M is called ET-hollow; lifting module if for every sub-module H of M with
M/(H ) is E((T+H)/(H ))- hollow, then there exists; a direct summand D of M such that _Etch.
we introduce ;some; ;properties of ET-hollow lifting module.
Key Words: ET-hollow module, ET-lifting module, Ti- hollow- lifting module, EThollow- lifting module.

Analysis of an Agricluture Data Using Markov Basis for
Independent Model
Maysaa Jalil Mohammed, Ali Talib Mohameed
Abstract: Algebra statistical is one of the recent topics that has seen rapid development,
it is considering as the consequence of the convergence of ideas between statistics and algebra.
Moreover, Algebraic statistic has many applications in many different fields, one of these
important field is agriculture. In this paper, we analyse a 3x2 contingency table which contains
agriculture teaching experience and perception of secondary school agriculture. The method of
algebraic statistic they will be used for a mainly Markov Basis of independent model and the
computation of Entropy for variance alternative contingency tables based on Tallies Entropy.

In addition, the usefulness of this paper is to illustrate agriculture data. Finally, we will find
Tori ideal to generate the elements of Markov Basis.
Keywords: Contingency table, Markov Basis for independent Model, Toric ideal, Tsallis
Entropy.

Hollow-R-Annihilator-Lifting Modules
Omar K. Ibrahim and Alaa A. Elewi
Abstract: A submodule N of a module W is R-annihilator-small submodule in W, (N <<a
W), if whenever N+T = W, where T a submodule of W, implies that and (T) = 0 where and(T)
= {r ∈ R ; r. T = 0}. An R-module W is R-annihilator-lifting module if every submodule N of
W there will be submodules L and K of W such that W = L ⨁ K with L ≤ N and N ∩ K <<a
K. A module W is recognized as hollow-R-annihilator-lifting module, if for every submodule
F of W with ( W )/( F) is hollow, there will be a direct summand K of W and ( F )/( K) <<a (W
)/( K) (K ≤_ace F in W). In this paper, we prove various for this kind of module.
Key words: small submodules, R-annihilator- small submodules, lifting module, hollowlifting module.

Recent Modification of Homotopy Perturbation Method for
Solving System of Third Order PDEs
Luma Naji Mohammed Tawfiq and Huda Altaie
Abstract: This paper presents new modification of homotopy perturbation method to solve
system of third order partial differential equation with initial condition, for finding suitable
accurate solutions in a wider domain. The modification based on new coupled that is LAtransform combined with the homotopy perturbation method for solving system of partial
differential equation. The reliability of suggested method illustrated by solving some examples
Keywords: System of PDEs, HPM, LA-transform, coupled method.

Gain enhancements of tapered slot Vivaldi antenna for radar
imaging applications
Shams Khaled Ahmed , Zaid A Abdul Hassain
Abstract: in this paper, a gain enhancement of the UWB Tapered slot Vivaldi antenna
(TSVA) for radar imaging application is presented. The proposed antenna has 41×48×1 mm3
dimensions. The proposed antenna operates from 2.7 GHz to more than 12 GHz. The antenna
is printed on a 1 mm FR4 dielectric substrate thickness with an exponentially tapered slot shape.
The suggested Vivaldi antenna is modified by inserting a polygon form dielectric lens and some
periodic unequal lengths director elements consist of three metallic strips on the dielectric lens,
which produces an improvement in gain significantly along with center frequency band about
2 dB. The radiation pattern of the proposed antenna has a stable variation with respect to
frequency.
Keywords: directivity, end-fir, imaging applications, ultra-wideband, Vivaldi antenna.

The Analogue of Regional Economic Models in Quantum
Calculus
Qasim A. Hamed, Rasheed Al-Salih, and Watheq Laith
Abstract: In this paper, we derive a new formulation for an optimal investment allocation
in N-regional economic model using quantum calculus analogue. This model is described as an
optimal control model and formulated in both primal and dual models using quantum calculus
formulation. This formulation is an extension of regional economic models. Also, the new
formulation provides an exact optimal investment allocation. In addition, the classical regional
economic model is obtained by choosing q=1. Furthermore, we formulate the primal and the
dual regional economic models in quantum calculus. Moreover, we present a new version of
the duality theorems for quantum calculus case. Finally, example is provided and solved using
MATLAB. in order to show the given new results.

Unequal Clustering and Scheduling in Wireless Sensor
Network Using Advance Genetic Algorithm
Ruwaida M. Yas Assist Prof. Dr. Soukaena H. Hashem
Abstract: Duo to limited energy of the sensor nodes which forming the wireless sensor
network (WSN), and almost deployed in harsh environment, therefore it is very important to
minimize the consumption of the sensor node’s energy. For this reasons designing an energy

efficient clustering and scheduling of sensor nodes considered the most efficient methods for
extending the WSN’s lifetime. In this paper, we have proposed Genetic algorithm based
methods for clustering and scheduling. The proposed methods have two stages; in the first stage
GA is used for cluster formation where the chromosome is represented by using the sensor
node’s position. While in the second stage GA is used for selecting a minimum number of nodes
while maintaining the full coverage and the connectivity of the selected nodes. The simulation
result shows that the proposed algorithm (AGA) is more efficient than the existent algorithms
in terms of number of first node die per round, number of a live nodes, and energy consumption.

Ethical Hacking implementation for Lime worm
Ransomware Detection
Dr. Omar abdulmonim aldabbagh, Dr. karam hatim al-bajary, Nagham ajeel al-ajeely
Abstract: Nowadays, computer worms become one of the most dangerous types of
malwares threats. Computer worms have evolved during the time with sophisticated forms such
as crypto type ransomware. Lime worm is one of these worm kinds. The researchers apply this
worm on real environment in lab (ethically and for education purposes) and this paper presents
the capabilities of this worm. This paper also presents static analysis by applying many tools,
which are used to obtain the key information of lime worm. This paper discovers that applying
static analysis on this type of worms is very effective and accurate. The obtained key
information are used to develop a software for detecting lime worm and the ability to erase it.

The role of operations research in solving the problem of
fuzzy transport (An Empirical Study)
Afraa Abbas Hamada
Abstract: Transportation is one of the most important requirements for humans to practice
their activities. Also, it considers one of the most essential ingredients for economic
development. The applications of operations research are interested in finding the optimal plan
for transportation at the lowest costs from their production sources to their requesting bodies to
reach the optimal decision as they play the main role in the decision-making process on a
scientific basis for planning productive and economic projects. For this purpose, this research
has dealt with solving the problem of transportation of oil products in the Midland Oil
Company, one of the Iraqi Ministry of Oil formations. Therefore, during this study, the
effectiveness of the use of transport models in reducing transportation costs of oil products in
production institutions was tested by using fuzzy theory and a modern algorithm (ATM). where
the method applied in the Midland Oil Company for distributing its oil products from its four
main warehouses to the provinces contracting with the company as the data is fuzzy and

compared with using the ready program (Win QSB) in solving the problem of fuzzy transport.
As has been found through the results that the methods used to solve the problem are optimal
methods for transporting the product at the lowest possible cost. And in light of the results after
its analysis, several recommendations and proposals have been presented that help in applying
the solution methods as they have contributed to decision-making for decision-makers.
Keywords: optimized fuzzy solution, adjacent zero method, Robust fuzzy, fuzzy zero
method (FPZM). Fuzzy Transfer Problem (FTP).

Simulate a first-order Bézier curve in image encoding
MOHAMMED ABDUL HAMEED JASSIM AL-KUFI
Abstract: Bezier curve of the first rank is a simple equation in terms of form, but it is
characterized by the nature of private transactions making it difficult to use in image encryption
because the dispersion of color values is not enough, this results in an encrypted image that
gives clear references to the original image. This weakness in the equation does not exist in the
case of text encryption where enough to change the numerical values of the components of the
text to get a digital matrix representing the encrypted text. Through this algorithm we have used
the Bézier curve technique from the first order of image coding we used a new method to
generate the coefficients of the equation where we simulated the Bazier equation where it
became as follows: Where To illustrate the work of this technology in image encoding the core
of our work is in choosing a vector (1 × 4) with four numerical components) (So that < and <,
and have the same signal, as well as and also have the same reference to give them and Where
and which will ensure that both have and have positive values less than 1. We have thus
designed the equation of Bézier curve suitable for a scattering of color values of the image
process, as well we'll see it by explaining the way in detail below and tables of readings and
global standards that have been inferred by the application of the algorithm
Keywords: encryption; Bézier curve from ONE ORDER ; image encryption

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE MATRICES OF THE
TWO ANALYZES (SVD) AND (GSVD)
MOHAMMED ABDUL HAMEED JASSIM AL-KUFI
Abstract: In this paper we will search in analysis the matrices (SVD) and (GSVD) in terms
of the relationship between their matrices after touching and briefly about the idea of each.
Where we will two analyze matrices ( ) and ( ) using the techniques above and we compare
between each of the two analyzes for the purpose of reaching a final relationship connecting

between the matrices of the two analyze. This relationship can be utilized it in image processors,
encryption and image enhancement as well as text and video. Perhaps in a later research we
will focus on determining the relationships between the matrices of other analyzes such as (QR)
and (LU) analysis.
Keywords: SVD, GSVD, RELATION

Two Reliable Iterative Methods for Solving Chaos
synchronization
Sayl Gani
Abstract: In this article we proposed two reliable iterative methods for solving Chaos
synchronization. The iterative methods are the Ado main Decomposition method (ADM) and
Variation Iteration Method (VIM). The ADM and VIM are solved several problems in different
areas which accuracy and efficiency in the results. The solution which get is an approximate
solution is accuracy as we well show that in figures and tables for the analysis of maximum
error reminder various. The software which used in the study for the calculations was
MATHEMATICA 11.
Keywords: Adomain Decompustion method (ADM), Variation Iteration Method (VIM),
iterative methods, Chaos synchronization, maximum error reminder.

Convolution
Asst. Lect. Basheer Abd AL-Raid Sadiq
Abstract: In this paper, we introduce definition of new transformation which we call it
Convolution of Expansion of Al-Zughair Transform. Also, Proposition of the Convolution are
Given as Follows properties, theorems, proofs and the constant functions introduce how we can
use this transformation Differentiation of Expansion of Al-Zughair Transform and Transformof
Integration
Keywords: Expansion of Al-Zughair Transform Convolutionof Expansion of Al-Zughair
Transform

Arabic digit recognition using robust deep convolution
neural network
Qasim Mahdi Haref, Mohsin N. Srayyih AL-Maliki, Maytham Mohammed Tuaama,
Hayder M. Albehadili
Abstract: Recently, digit recognition becomes one of interest problems for many
researchers. However, Arabic digits have lack for such research. In this work, we used a robust
deep convolution neural network (DCNN) to evaluate our collected Arabic digit dataset. We
introduce substantial changes to CNN models to achieve superior results to prior work.
Extensive experimental results are contacted to show the robustness of proposed models. Our
detector achieves best current state-of-the-art results.
Keywords: Convolution Neural Network, Arabic Digit Recognition.

Calculation of energy levels and reduced transition
probabilities B(E2) for 130Ba Isotope using IBM-1
Sami Eedan Abed Al-Slami, Yasmeen Ali Hussien, Saad Mashkoor Waleed, Shatha F.
Aboalhous, Aiman Mohammed Baqir Al-Dhalimy
Abstract: Through the current research, a study of the nuclear composition and the form
of even isotones movements – those of the even atomic weight between 178 – 188, after
specifying the dynamic symmetry of each nucleus using the first prototype of the interactive
bosons (IBM-1), the intrinsic values as well as the intrinsic vectors were calculated using the
(IBM-code) program.It also calculated the probability of the quadrant-polar, electric movement
that are B(E2) as well the quadrant-polar, electric torque (QL)using the (IBMT-code)
program.The 130Ba isotope with 56 protons and 74 neutrons, has the number of bosons is 7
and the ratio R_((4_1^+) (2_1^+ )) is 2.5235, the levels 2_1^+,4_1^+,6_1^+, 8_1^+,
2_2^+,0_2^+ and 2_3^+, with energies 0.3574, 0.8914, 1.6021, 2.4894 , 0.8971, 1.1795 and
1.5369MeV are in good agreement comparing with the experimental energy. The level 4_3^+,
with energy 20709 MeV compared with the energy experimental 2.0537 MeV. So, this level
confirmed in the present work. The levels (10)_1^+, (12) _1^+,3_1^+, 4_2^+, 5_1^+,6_2^+
and 8_2^+, with energies 3.5534, 3.5534, 1.6143, 1.6111, 2.5065, 2.5016 and 3.5689 MeV,
respectively correspond to cases for which the angular momentum and/or parity of the
corresponding states are not well established experimentally. The calculations have been
predicted new levels with energies 3.5754, 2.7816 and 3.6689 MeV for the angular momentum
and parity7_1^+,6_3^+and 8_3^+, respectively. From the experimental value of transition
B(E2;2_1^+→0_1^+), the value of parameter eB (α2) have been calculated for 130Ba isotope
and the comparison for 130Ba isotope under study. There is no available experimental transition
data to many transitions, therefore, it has been predicted using IBM-1. In this study, there are a
good agreement between the experimental B(E2) values and the IBM-1 calculated generally.

Survey\ Towards a sustainable Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) in Iraq
Abd Ali Hussein, kalian Mohammed Hussein, Hassan Hadi Saleh
Abstract: The past four decades have attended a rapid and tremendous development in
information and communication technologies (ICT), which has led to development in various
theoretical and practical fields. In addition, technological diffusion has become a prominent
feature in developed countries, which made most developing countries seek to own it because
it is the backbone and the main pillar of its development and prosperity. Although Iraq is a
country with diverse and enormous resources and a dominant geographical position that makes
it at the forefront of the regional and global economy, it still suffers from crises and stagnation
due to regional and global conflicts as a battlefield, as well as successive mismanagement and
lack of technological awareness in simulating the rapid development of ICT with modern and
high technology. In this paper, we will come to learn in brief about the Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) and its role in community development will be briefly
identified. We also look at the general technological diffusion index by analyzing its main and
sub- indicators to the Arab countries group, and then we focus on the main obstacles and
challenges facing it, and last but not least, we will try to lay the scientific foundations according
to modern ICT indicators to overcome and defuse those challenges, and finally we made
suggestions and recommendations that contribute to achieve the goal that we aspire through
this research.
Keywords: ICT, Technological spread Index, Iraqi technological spread obstructions.

Inserting Virtual Static Object with Geometry Consistency
into Real Video
Abdul-Wahab Sami Ibrahim and Sarab Mhamed Taher
Abstract: Given the importance of augmented reality in recent years and its wide spread
in many fields of media industries, practical fields such as medicine, education, and others. This
study present a methodology in order to insert virtual static object into a real video environment
for improve the reality with a virtual information that was not actually present. There are several
problems needs to be overcome during the process of merging the virtual object such as
geometry of shapes, registration, and illumination. The aim of this study is to make the virtual
static objects look like it actually exists in the same real video environment in terms of
dimensions, sizes and consistency of shapes. The following steps of the proposed method are:
Firstly convert original video file into frames. Secondly separate the background from
foreground by rebuilding the background model, then obtain the foreground objects by subtract

the frames of original video from the background. Thirdly apply the background segmentation.
Then the features are extract for each segment. Fifthly select a properly s region for embedding
the virtual static object.
Keywords: Background model, Background subtracting, Detect object, Track object,
Canny edge detection algorithm, virtual static object.

Texture Analysis of Mammogram Using Local Binary Pattern
Method
Athraa H. Farhan and Mohammed Y. Kamil
Abstract: Breast cancer is one of the types of cancer that threatens the lives of women in
their 40s. Based on the statistic reports, death-rate can be reduced by early detection of breast
cancer. Breast cancer detection in early stages and lessen false positives in radiologist diagnosis
can be achieved by combination Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) with mammography. In
this work, we offer a feature extraction technique as a method to lessen false-positive in breast
mass recognition. Distinguishing explicit breast masses and ordinary tissue is the objective we
strive to achieve. The mini-MIAS database of mammograms was used in this paper. LBP is the
method that was used to extract features from the ROI. Comprehensive detection of this method
can be developed, by taking the ROI inside the ground truth, which is automatically identified
in the mini-MIAS and classifier majority voting. Better sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy
are observed with a logistic regression classifier.
Keywords: mammogram, breast cancer, classification, Local Binary Pattern, detection.

All inclusive Filtered Multicarrier (UFMC) versus
Symmetrical Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
Saadaldeen Rashid Ahmed, Ahmed Albasha, Nayif Mohammed Hammash
Abstract: Wireless systems can be utilized in various areas. These wireless systems require
a flexible mechanism for the allocation of the available time and frequency resources. The
framework time-recurrence designation is very troublesome in the regular OFDM frameworks.
The multicarrier procedure has been a dumbfounding technique in the advancement of the
ongoing remote correspondence framework, for example, Long Term Evolution (LTE), 4G and
5G. The symmetrical recurrence division multiplexing (OFDM) has been broadly examined
indicating that it has various insufficiencies making it less helpful to utilize contrasted with the
UFMC. This paper will assess the correlation between the OFDM and UFMC to prescribe the
best system to be utilized for the headway of remote innovation. The OFDM and UFMC

dependent on the FBMC are the latest and compelling arrangements utilized for the remote
system. In this examination, the burden of the OFDM has outlined that the UFMC is a
progressively viable arrangement. The relative examination of OFDM and UFMC depended on
a power ghostly densities, computational multifaceted nature, sub channel and the model
channel correlation recreated in MATLAB.
Keywords: OFDM, Filter, LTE, Multicarrier, UFMC.

Identification system by Tongue based on Bhattacharyya
distance
Assit. prof. Abdul-Wahab Sami Ibrahim and Rasha Jamal Hindi
Abstract: Tongue recognition is a biometric technique that can be applied to different areas
of expression of human identity. Recognition of the tongue is a difficult and complex problem
that is important for surveillance, security, and intelligent interaction between computers and
humans. The main idea of proposed system rely that on that any image of a person's tongue has
multiple unique features. Those features vary from on tongue to another. The system proposed
in this paper uses group, the Extract the characteristics based on the wavelet Transform where
it uses information color (color space RGB) at a certain form of detailed wavelet transforms
(discrete wavelet transform), and use of Bhattacharyya distance for comparison between
persons. The tongue datasets that are used for of the suggested system are gathered from 30
volunteers of various samples; 4 have been from every individual, images have been captured
in various expressions, illuminations, orientations, skin colors, backgrounds, varied in the age)
from male and female, results indicated the discrimination rate for waveleting 72%, persons
were recognized using Bhattacharyya distance by 93%.
Keywords: Wavelets transform Tongue images, tongue recognition, Bhattacharyya
distance, and recognition.

A Survey for an Automatic Transliteration of Arabic
Handwritten Script
Atheel Sabih Shaker
Abstract: This survey is conducted because a large quantity of handwritten Arabic
documents are waiting for their computerization since they are very rich and useful for several
purposes. The manual computerization of such documents is very expensive in time and cost.
Several researcher in Arabic optical character recognition attempted to developed approaches
and techniques for the automatic computerization of such documents, unfortunately and despite

the diversity of these approaches and techniques the problem remind unsolved yet. Because of
the difficulty of the morphological structure of the Arabic written. In this survey, we study and
compare in depth some promising approaches and techniques in order to select some
complementarity techniques or approaches to exploit the complementarity of these approaches,
we present an OCR and Automatic Capitalization of OCR technology for Arabic character
recognition and build them as web services for improving the recognition rate through their
cooperation. In addition, our approach offers a number of benefits: in the first hand, the
recognition of Off-line printed Arabic text using Hidden Markov Models classifiers showed an
improvement in terms of recognition rate 95.6%. In the second hand, building these system in
the form of web services helped us to benefit from the cooperation methods that have been
selected.

Video Summarization for Copyright Protection
Basma Mustafa M. H. , Suhad A. Ali, Majid Jabbar Jawad
Abstract: Nowadays, a summarization of videos for copyright application is an interested
research area in computer vision. Key frames extraction is crucial phase in video
summarization. This work proposed a method for key frames extraction. The method consists
of two operations for covering the content of the whole video sequence. Firstly, a set of
candidates key frames are extracted based on adaptive thresholding of difference of histogram
of adjacent frames of video data. Secondly, the extraction of a final key frames is done
depending on computing Euclidian distance between two adjacent frames in candidates key
frames set. The proposed method was tested with a set of standard and online television videos.
The experimental results show the efficiency of the proposed system.
Keywords: key frames, video summarization, copyright protection, histogram,
thresholding, Euclidian distance.

Characterization of Diskcyclic Criterion
Rana Abdulkareem, Zeana Zaki Jamil
Abstract: It is known that there are diskcyclic operators that are not satisfy the diskcyclic
criterion. This work introduced some kinds of diskcyclic operators, and studied its relation with
diskcyclic criterion, as: power of operators, inﬁnite direct summand of operators and introduced
the concept of hereditarily diskcyclic operators, which are kind of diskcyclic operators.
Keywords: Hypercyclic operator, Supercyclic operator, Diskcyclic operator, Diskcyclic
criterion, Codiskcyclic.

New Approach for Solving (1+1) Dimensional Differential
Equation
Noor Ali Hussein

Luma Naji Mohammed Tawfiq

Abstract: In this paper, the new approach to solve important type of partial differential
equations based on (1+1) dimension was proposed. Analytical solitary wave combine with
Adomain Decomposition method is suggested to get exact solution of nonlinear (1+1)
dimension PDEs. Yields solution in rapid convergent series from easily computable terms to
get exact solution, and in some cases, yields in few iteration we get exact solution. Moreover,
this approach does not require any discretization or perturbations and therefore reduces the
computations. The suggested procedure easy implementation yet highly accurate and rapidly
converge to exact solution compares with the other methods.The methodology presented here
is useful for strongly nonlinear problems.
Keywords: (1+1) dimension differential equations, ADM, solitary, solitary wave solution.

Decomposition matrices for the projective characters of the
symmetric groups S_19, S_20
Jenan Abd Alreda Resen, Asmaa Jabbar Mathkhoor
Abstract: In this paper we has determined the decomposition matrix of the symmetric
group S_19 modulo p=19, which is equivalent determined the irreducible modular
spin(projective) characters.
Keywords: spin(projective) characters, modular characters, decomposition matrix, AMS
2010,15C15,15C20,15C25.

Machine learning based for reducing energy conserving in
WSN
Bassam Noori Shaker, Manar Joundy Hazar, Esraa Raheem Alzaidi
Abstract: Two main factors pose challenges in designing wireless sensor network systems,
namely energy and bandwidth. In this paper, we will focus on the topic of decreasing energy
consuming in wireless networks by employing the Artificial intelligent in this domain. In
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the sensors are working by small batteries. Since the small

batteries are restricted power resources, they should use carefully. The proposed algorithm
extends the life of these batteries by making use of artificial intelligence science in general and
cluster technology in particular, by finding the optimal number of clusters for the network so
that the routing process consumes the least amount of energy and that is the bottleneck in the
energy consumption in the network. The K-mean algorithm used as the basis for the network
sensor clustering process and optimal fixed packet size used according to radio parameters and
transceiver channel conditions. By following this manner, the energy consumption of each
sensor node can be decreased individually then the overall network lifetime will.

Analysis of Tissue Abnormality in Mammography Images
Using Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix Method
Mohammed Y. Kamil * and Abdul-lateef A. Jassam
Abstract: One of the dangerous diseases is breast cancer which threatens women and men
to the same extent. But women are more affected by this disease. Computer-Aided Diagnosis
(CAD) is the optimal method for the early detection of breast cancer. It can reduce the false
positives in radiologist diagnosis which leads to reduce the death-rate. this paper, it is presented
a feature extraction technique with mammography images to breast mass recognition. then,
distinguishing normal tissue and abnormal breast masses. The mini-MIAS database of
mammograms was used in this paper. Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix is the method that was
used to extract features from the region of interest. The best sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy are observed with a k nearest neighbor classifier.
Keywords: Gray level co-occurrence matrix, feature extraction, mammography, texture,
tissue.

An Accurate Fall Detection System for the Elderly People
Using Smartphone Inertial Sensors
Abeer Abd Ali Kadhum Hilal Al-Libawy Ehab AbdulRazzaq Hussein
Abstract: In developed countries, the number of elderly people living alone is continuously
increasing. These people are more vulnerable to serious health issues, such as falling down. A
sensor-based system, augmented to mobile phones, can provide a much-needed prediction to
the falls, where injuries and fracture possibilities can be significantly decreased. The purpose
of this study is to develop a fall recognition system based on smartphone inertial sensors, which
is a combination of accelerometer and gyroscope. The sensor can distinguish between falls and
other activity daily livings (ADLs). The data output from the inertial sensor have been
processed by two different classifiers; artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector
machine (SVM), where the objective is to find a suitable classifier for the application at hand.

Results prove that SVM based classifiers provide a higher accuracy, sensitivity and specificity
compared to an ANN based classifier.

The aspect of power quality in a wind generation: Overview
Basim Mohammed Al Kadhimi, Ali Basim Mohammed
Abstract: Because of fossil fuels cost is high and environmental issues pushes to renewable
energy sources to be used significantly. One of these wind energy got a lot of investments. It is
difficult for good power quality due to the behavior of wind turbine speed. It effects on the
power and voltage of the component that connect with the wind turbine. A new technique must
be developed and new control must be used to control the fluctuations and improve wind power
performance. Also using possible excitation induction generators for safety issues. More over
the smoothening wind power variation done by using some energy storage technologies. Using
a static compensator for the harmonic current injection and reactive power compensation.
Besides of improving power quality of wind turbine also the fault tolerance. Dynamic voltage
restorer used to treat the reactive power compensation connected to a wind turbine.

Coefficients Estimates of Bi-Univalent Functions Defined by
New Subclass Function
Sarah A AL-Ameedee, Waggas Galib Atshan ,Faez Ali AL-Maamori
Abstract: In this paper, we introduce and investigate some new subclasses S_γ^(n,q)
(λ,m,ϕ) and W_x^(k,α) (λ,δ,ϕ) of bi-univalent functions in the unit disk U, which satisfies the
qusi-subordination condition. We obtain estimates the first two Taylor-Maclarurin coefficients
|a_2 | and |a_3 |.

Solving Three-Dimensional Groundwater Recharge Based on
Decomposition Method
Zainab H. Kareem, Luma Naji Mohammed Tawfiq
Abstract: In this paper the mathematical model of moisture content in three-dimensional
have been designed in the form of Burger’s equation. The analytical solution of this equation
has been obtained by using the decomposition method with new transform.

Deceleration Cylindrical Electrostatic Lens Using the Charge
Density Method
Bassma H Hamad, Hussain A Waheeb
Abstract: With the aid of the integrated charge density method, Laplace's equation is
solved to calculate the axial potential distribution of the electrostatic immersion lens consisting
of equi-diameter cylindrical electrodes separated by a specified distance. The potential and
electric fields can be calculated directly outside the poles by the charge density on the poles.
The solution is obtained by solving the integral equation using the bisection method. The optical
properties of the decelerating lens determined under finite, zero and infinite magnification
mode with no space-charging effects.
Keywords: Electrostatic lens, integrated charge density, Laplace's equation solution

Determination the Optimum Orbit for Low Earth Satellites
by Changing the Eccentricity
Rasha H. Ibrahim, Abdul-Rahman H. Saleh
Abstract: The main objective of this paper is to determine an acceptable value of
eccentricity for the satellites in a Low Earth Orbit LEO that are affected by drag perturbation
only. The method of converting the orbital elements into state vectors was presented. Perturbed
equation of motion was numerically integrated using 4th order Runge-Kutta’s method and the
perturbation in orbital elements for different altitudes and eccentricities were tested and
analyzed during 84.23 days. The results indicated to the value of semi major axis and
eccentricity at altitude 200 km and eccentricity 0.001are more stable. As well, at altitude 600
km and eccentricity 0.01, but at altitude 800 km and eccentricities (0.01, 0.05 and 0.1) the
stability of the orbit was not depending strongly on eccentricity value, because the effect of the
drag is too small.
Keywords: Eccentricity, Orbital Elements, State Vectors, Atmospheric Drag, LEO
Satellites.

Simulation and Optimization of the Optical Properties of an
Einzel lens
Roaa T. Abdulla and Oday A. Hussein

Abstract: The simulation and optimization calculations were carried out for an einzel lens
consists of three overlap cylindrical electrodes with the same length but with different electrode
diameters under point-to-point focusing condition. The effects of the overlap distance (d)
between the central and the outer cylindrical electrodes on the optical properties of an einzel
lens were investigated. The results showed that the increasing of the overlap distance (d) will
improve the aberration figures of the images, where by increasing the overlap distance (d) from
2 mm to 6 mm the dimensions of the image were reduced by about 50% for both y and zdirections. The results appeared that both the dimensions of the lens, and the aberrations can be
reduced at the same time without affecting the homogeneous distribution of an electron-beam
kinetic energy of at the image plane.
Keywords: electrostatic Einzel lens, charged particles optics, electron optics, aberration
figures

THREE BAND ABSORBER DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION BY
NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHM
Shihab A. Shawkat, Khalid Saeed Lateef Al-badri, Israa Al_Barazanchi
Abstract: In this study, multi band absorber design based on signal absorbing
metamaterial. After the metamaterial structure has been designed, the split gap is optimized by
the neural network algorithm to get optimum absorption. By this way, metamaterial MTM
absorber for stealth applications design has been created. In the simulation, the MTM signal
absorbing was found to have three excellent absorption bands at x-band 8.41 GHz, 9.73 GHz,
and 12.1 GHz with absorption level 91.65%, 99.35%, and 96.6% respectively. When the
increasing the split gap diminution lead to nonlinear change in absorption level additionally
resonance frequency. This proposed structure can be used as a multi band absorber application,
stealth applications, and energy harvesting.
Keywords: Metamaterials, x-band, stealth application, Absorber, Neural network.

Electrical Behavior of Hybrid Blend Reinforced by Fibers
with Different Mixing Ratios
Dr. Mustafa A. Rajab , Dr. Sabah A. Salman , Maher N. Abdullah
Abstract: That technological development depends on progress in materials, so one has to
realize that the best design for vehicles or aircraft is for materials to be able to carry the loads
and conditions of the service, whatever the field, the final restriction on progress depends on
materials. Composite material is composed by combining two or more substances that often

have very different properties. The two materials work together to give unique composite
properties. Properties are not only used for their mechanical properties, but also for electrical,
thermal and environmental applications. Typically, modern composites are improved to achieve
a certaine balance of properties for a particular set of applications and a wide range of uses for
which complex materials may be designed. Composite materials have a continuous matrix
component that is linked together and provides a form of a combination of stronger
reinforcement components. The resulting composite materials have a balance in the structural
properties that exceed any of the constituent materials alone.
Keywords: Hybrid Blend, Mechanical Behavior, Fibers, Electrical Behavior, Mixing
Ratio.

PSPICE modelling of a photovoltaic system with a single
phase voltage cancellation inverter
Zainab M. Younis Kubba
Abstract: In this research, a pv panel built from previous work will be used as a DC source
for voltage cancellation inverter with help of PSPICE program. PV panel model defined as a
hierarchical block in PSPICE library so, it called directly from PSPICE library as a special
source and used it for most PV systems applications. A designed voltage cancellation inverter
will be connected with this hierarchical block to simulate it in PSPICE. All results obtained
from this simulation will be compared with experimental results. The voltage cancelation
inverter will convert the dc voltage to an approximate 130V 50Hz modified square signal.
Keywords: Photovoltaic, PSPICE, voltage cancellation inverter

hydrothermal synthesis of Cu2ZnSnS4 nanostructure and
their application
Zainab S. Ali
Abstract: In this study, Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) nanostructure are successfully synthesized by
using hydrothermal method. Structural, morphology, optical properties have been studied for
thin films (CZTS) deposited via spin-coating method. X-ray diffraction show that the films
have pure tetragonal- kesterite structure preferred orientation along (112) . The FE- SEM shows
that (CZTS) have a nano-sphere like structure, consist with diameters less than 35 nm. UV-Vis
spectroscopy measurement showed that absorption coefficient (α ˃104 cm-1 ) and the band gap
energy is equal to 1.42 eV. The Sensitivity properties of (CZTS) samples for H2S gas was

tested at various operating temperature and found that the highest sensitivity is (83.63 %) at
T=150 ºC.
Keywords: Cu2ZnSnS4; different solvent; hydrothermal; FE-SEM; optical properties;
H2S gas sensor.

Hydrothermal Synthesis of Cu2ZnSnS4 Nanostructure and
Their Application as H2S gas sensor
Zainab S. Ali
Abstract: In this study, Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) nanostructure are successfully synthesized by
using hydrothermal method. Structural, morphology, optical properties have been studied for
thin films (CZTS) deposited via spin-coating method. X-ray diffraction show that the films
have pure tetragonal- kesterite structure preferred orientation along (112). The FE- SEM shows
that (CZTS) have a nano-sphere like structure, consist with diameters less than 35 nm. UV-Vis
spectroscopy measurement showed that absorption coefficient (α ˃104 cm-1) and the band gap
energy is equal to 1.42 eV. The Sensitivity properties of (CZTS) samples for H2S gas was
tested at various operating temperature and found that the highest sensitivity is (83.63 %) at
T=150 ºC.
Keywords: Cu2ZnSnS4; different solvent; hydrothermal; FE-SEM; optical properties;
H2S gas sensor.

Measurement of Radon Radiation Concentration in Imported
and Local Powdered Milk using Nuclear Track Detector CR –
39
Esam S. Ali, Sameen F. Mohammed, Chinar N. Mohammed, Zainab S. Mahmoud
Abstract: This study aims at measuring radon radiation in 35 different samples of local
and imported powdered milk using nuclear track detector CR-39 to record the existence and
impact of Alpha particles emitted from radon in the examined samples. Plastic pipes and tubes
of the U type were used with the samples in radiating the detector. The study revealed that the
highest concentration of radon was (1371.3) Bq.m-1 in the sample M4 (Dielac2-Dubai) and the
lowest concentration is in sample M32 (Lamsa- Jordan) with a radon level (151.8) Bq.m-1. The
levels of radon that were measured fall within the normal and natural concentration of the
radiation that emit from the radionuclide in food and thus do not make any risk to the human
life.

Keywords: Radon gas, CR – 39 detector, radon in Milk.

Simulation Design of Hollow Core Photonic Crystal fiber for
Sensing Water Quality
Nadia F. Muhammed, Aseel I. Mahmood, Shehab A. Kadhim, Intisar A. Naseef
Abstract: In this work we submit a simulation design to sense the water quality using
hollow core photonic crystal fiber. The work of this types of optical fibers depending on the
variety of structural design and geometrical parameters. The numerical results are studied by
using the Finite Element Method (FEM) through COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS simulation
software. Different concentrations from (0%) to (100%) of D2O and H2O2 solution in water as
sensed liquid had been chosen. The studied HC-PCF investigated for analyzing the relative
sensitivity, effective area and confinement loss at wavelength range from (1) μm to (2) μm.
Keywords: Hollow Core Photonic crystal fiber, Water quality, finite element method,
optical fiber sensors

Effect of water on impact strength of RTV silicon rubber /
Thermosets blend reinforced with nanoparticles
A J Farhan, H I Jaffer
Abstract: Binary and ternary blends of epoxy resin (EP) and unsaturated polyester (UPE)
with different weight fractions (0, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 20%) percentages of RTV silicone rubber
(SR) were prepared by two different methods. Before that the silicone rubber (SR) was mixed
well with sufficient amount of ethanol in one method, and without ethanol in the other method.
It was found that the binary and ternary blends specimens that prepared with ethanol was chosen
as the best samples have the highest experimental results of impact strength and a good
homogeneous dispersion of silicon rubber in the resins as compared with the blends samples
that prepared (without ethanol), which were selected to evaluate the lower mixing ratio (LMR)
of these blends. The blends with (LMR) were selected and they are going to be considered as a
matrix for the nano composite material to be reinforced by Al with 1% wt, and Al2O3 with 1%
wt nanoparticles to develop the properties of (LMR) blends.
Impact test was carried out on the blends with (LMR) and their nanocomposites at different
environmental conditions before and after immersion in water for 4 weeks. Also hardness
(shore D) test was carried out on the blends with (LMR) and their nanocomposites. The best
results of this study befor imarsion in water were achieved with the nanocomposite material
consisting of (LMR) binary blend reinforced with Al and (LMR) binary blend reinforced with

Al2O3 nanoparticles. The results showed that after immersion period of 4 weeks, a decrease in
the values of impact strength was observed for the samples of (LMR) binary and ternary blends
without reinforcement. It also can be noted that impact strength was increased for the binary
blends reinforcement with Al and Al2O3 nano particles after 4 weeks of immersion in water.
Whereas it can be seen that ternary blends reinforcement with Al and Al2O3 nano particles
would not achieve similar enhanced in impact strength as that of binary blends reinforcement
with Al and Al2O3 nano particles after immersion in water.
Keywords: Polymer blends, Nano Composites, Lower mixing ratio, RTV silicon rubber,
Mechanical properties

Optimum Design of high reflection Mirror with ZEMAX
Hadeel T. Hashim, Hussein T. Hashim, Hayfa G. Rashid
Abstract: With the aid ZEMAX-EE software, optimum design of multilayer dielectric
mirrors was proposed. Homogeneous dielectric materials TiO2 and SiO2 (as coupled) were
used to construct high reflecting mirror to be operate at visible and near-IR spectral region (400800nm) and over angular range (0-65) of the incident of light. Result show that the
omnidirectional reflector was achieved over a wide wavelength band(470-700nm).
Keywords: optical dielectric coatings, high–reflectance plane mirrors, Multilayer
Dielectric Mirrors.

Chaos Generation Utilizing Optical Feedback Technique with
Modern Applications
Hayder A. Naser,Salam K. Mousa
Abstract: This overview summarizes the physical interpretation of chaos and the most
fundamental principles of chaos generation by optical feedback technique, the significant
characteristics of deterministic chaos technique are mentioned. The description of the
semiconductor lasers used to generate this phenomenon is studied with the multiple instances
of laser behavior before and after reaching chaos. The most important contemporary
applications of chaos are in secure communication and Secure transmission digital images.
Keywords: chaos, nonlinear, attractor, bifurcation, secure communication.

The Relationship between Soil Temperature and Volumetric
Soil Water Content in Iraq using ECMWF Data for the Period
(1980-2016)
Osama T. Al-Taai, Wedyan G. Nassif
Abstract: The Volumetric Soil Water Content (VSWC) and Soil Temperature (ST), are
important factors in determining the phenomenon of desertification and agricultural drought,
where soil temperature plays an important role in determining the date of flower growth.
Surface evaporation and water leakage are also associated with climate-related evolution in
terms of precipitation production and in the development of weather patterns. The methods
adopted in the study depend on the monthly and annual mean of the four levels of soil water
content and soil temperature, taken from the European Centre Medium Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) within the time period (1980-2016), for selected stations in Iraq (Mosul, Baghdad,
Rutba, and Basrah). The greatest value of the volumetric soil water content of the soil was
recorded in Mosul, and the lowest value was recorded in Basrah. The greatest value of soil
temperature recorded in Basrah, and the lowest value in Mosul. And the relationship between
volumetric soil water content and soil temperature is a very high negative correlation for thirty
seven years for the selected areas (Mosul, Baghdad, Rutba, and Basrah).

